ResNet (ˈrez nɛt) n. - abbreviated form of residential network; the internet access and related network services provided to residents of on- and off-campus housing communities at a college or university.
IF WIFI IS AVAILABLE, CHOOSE THE NETWORK NAMED “MYRESNET” (OR “APOGEE”)

IF NOT, USE AN ETHERNET CABLE TO CONNECT YOUR COMPUTER TO A WALL–MOUNTED ETHERNET PORT

1) OPEN A BROWSER AND GO TO www.myresnet.com
2) START BY CHOOSING “CREATE MY ACCOUNT”
3) FILL IN YOUR INFORMATION
4) SUBMIT BY CLICKING ON “CREATE MY ACCOUNT”
5) LOG IN, RESTART YOUR COMPUTER AND YOU’RE CONNECTED

WANT TO CONNECT A DEVICE?
GO TO WWW.MYRESNET.COM AND CLICK “CONNECT A DEVICE”